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Abstract: On 23 July 2012, the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) of the World Trade Organization (WTO) established a single panel to examine the complaints brought by the United States, the European Union and Japan against the Chinese export restrictions on rare earth elements (REEs), tungsten and molybdenum. The controversy is very sensitive for at least three series of reasons: a) the economic and strategic relevance of the materials involved in the dispute (rare earths being essential, in particular, for high-tech, information, military, and green industry); b) the difficult balance to find between mining and trading REEs while protecting the environment and thus respecting the principle of sustainable development enshrined in the Preamble of the Agreement establishing the WTO; c) the challenging task of defining the relation of the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties, characterizing China’s accession to the Marrakech system, with the multilateral public policy exceptions clause enshrined in GATT Article XX.

In this essay, we intend to offer a presentation of the above listed salient aspects of the China-Rare Earths controversy in the light of the recent China-Raw Materials case. In particular, we will concentrate on the necessity, for the Geneva jurisdictional pillar, to revisit the highly problematical conclusions reached last January by the Appellate Body (AB) on the applicability of GATT Article XX to China’s WTO Accession Protocol (AP). We are, in fact, convinced that the new mineral trade dispute may be positively —and durably— settled only if the under regulated area of WTO law on export restrictions is adequately addressed also at political level: and such a target may, of course, be considerably fostered, inspired and supported by a well-balanced interpretative activity of the WTO judiciary. Consequently, we will try in this essay to propose a different perspective on the way in which GATT public policy exceptions and China’s Accession Protocol should be connected, grounding our suggested interpretative approach on each of the hermeneutic elements for treaty interpretation codified in Articles 31 and 32 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
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Riassunto: Il 23 luglio 2012, l’Organo di risoluzione delle controversie (Dispute Settlement Body, DSB) dell’Organizzazione mondiale del commercio (OMC) ha stabilito un unico Panel per esaminare i reclami presentati da Stati Uniti, Unione europea e Giappone sulle restrizioni cinesi alle esportazioni di terre rare, tungsteno e molibdeno. La controversia è molto delicata per almeno tre ordini di ragioni: a) la rilevanza economica e strategica dei materiali coinvolti nella disputa (le terre rare essendo indispensabili, in particolare, per l’industria di alta tecnologia, dell’informazione, militare e delle energie rinnovabili); b) il difficile equilibrio da individuare tra l’estrazione e la commercializzazione di terre rare e la tutela dell’ambiente, al fine di rispettare il principio dello sviluppo sostenibile contemplato nel Preambolo dell’Accordo istitutivo dell’OMC; c) l’impegnativo compito di definire il rapporto tra l’obbligo WTO-plus...
1. On 23 July 2012, the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) of the World Trade Organization (WTO) established a single panel to examine the complaints brought by the United States, the European Union and Japan against the Chinese export restrictions on rare earth elements (REEs), tungsten and molybdenum. The controversy is very sensitive for at least three series of reasons: a) the economic and strategic relevance of the materials involved in the dispute (rare earths being essential, in particular, for high-tech information, military, and green industry); b) the difficult balance to find between mining and trading REEs while protecting the environment and thus respecting the principle of sustainable development enshrined in the Preamble of the Agreement establishing the WTO; c) the challenging task of defining the...
relation of the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties, characterizing China’s accession to the Marrakech system, with the multilateral public policy exceptions clause enshrined in GATT Article XX.

2. In this essay, we intend to offer a presentation of the above listed salient aspects of the China-Rare Earths controversy in the light of the recent China-Raw Materials case. In particular, we will concentrate on the necessity, for the Geneva jurisdictional pillar, to revisit the highly problematical conclusions reached last January by the Appellate Body (AB) in on the applicability of GATT Article XX to China’s WTO Accession Protocol (AP). We are, in fact, convinced that the new mineral trade dispute may be positively—and durably—settled only if the under regulated area of WTO law on export restrictions is adequately addressed also at political level: and such a target may, of course, be considerably fostered, inspired and supported by a well-balanced interpretative activity of the WTO judiciary. Consequently, we will try in this essay to propose a different perspective on the way in which GATT public policy exceptions and China’s Accession Protocol should be connected, grounding our suggested interpretative approach on each of the hermeneutic elements for treaty interpretation codified in Articles 31 and 32 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

II. Facts of the new WTO dispute: the strategic relevance of rare earth elements for high-tech industry, the global monopoly of China and the supply difficulties for the manufacturing countries

3. Having unique heat resistant, magnetic and phosphorescent properties, rare earths are critical ingredients for many high-tech information, military and green industrial goods—including medical equipment, lasers, laptops, cellular phones, flat screens and displays (LED, LCD, plasma), wind turbines, engines for electric and hybrid vehicles, energy-efficient bulbs, aircraft, satellite, and missile guidance systems—.

In spite of their name, REEs are not rare, but widespread in the earth’s crust. Their production, however, is almost exclusively concentrated in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). In fact, Beijing currently extracts between 95 to 97 percent of REE world’s supply, providing also for the successive stages in the mining industry—in e.g. smelting, separating and refining. China therefore holds the firm and undisputed global monopoly of rare earths. Such overall supremacy on these strategic supplies has been realized in particular in the last two decades, as in 1990 PRC produced only 27% of REE total world output; China overexploited its natural resources—amounting only at 30 percent of world rare earth reserves—exporting them also at cut-rate prices, with the consequence of driving out foreign competi-

---


5 It is very famous the Deng Xiao Ping’s 1992 assertion that “the Middle East has oil; China has rare earth” reported inter alia by C. May, Is America About to Become Even More Dependent on China? The Case for Domestic Rare Earth Elements (REEs) Exploration and Excavation, National Policy Analysis No. 608, May 2010.

tion, as third countries’ mining plants frequently chose to close because of the too high costs brought about by the very demanding environmental and labour legislations imposed by industrialized States.7

4. While high-tech industries based in the US, the EU and Japan became particularly vulnerable to Beijing mineral policy,6 China started suffering because of the environmental degradation and resource depletion provoked by its REE overexploitation. The Asian Country therefore began, in the second half of the last decade, to limit rare earth exports, with the intention of reducing mining without cutting supplies to its domestic downstream factories—which, on the contrary, Beijing aims at developing and strengthening, incentivizing foreign companies in investing on and transferring know-how to Chinese industries.

The supply difficulties faced by the most technologically advanced non-Chinese companies in obtaining Beijing natural resources significantly worsened in 2010, following the intensification of the diplomatic dispute between Japan and China on the sovereignty over the Diaoyu or Senkaku Islands.8 Subsequent to the imprisonment by the Japanese authorities of the captain of a Chinese vessel fishing in the waters of the disputed Islands,9 China decided a marked 40% reduction on exports of rare earths.10 Such a move once more negatively affected the REE global supply market, with a very sharp increase of the prices of rare earths at international level11 that, combined with a considerable lowering of REE domestic costs, amounting on average to nearly half of international prices, also created significant competitive advantages for the Chinese manufacturing industry to the detriment of foreign competitors.12 Many foreign producers, therefore, have been even induced and are still under a considerable pressure to move their operations —together with jobs, investments and technologies— in China, as carrying on manufacturing in the original seats is too expensive and uncertain because of the unreliability of Beijing REEs at reasonable prices.13

III. Reactions of the manufacturing countries and industries to Chinese export restrictions

5. Manufacturing countries are trying to react to China’s export restrictions of rare earths by (re) opening production sites on their territories or promoting the setting up of mines in other States. The site of Mountain Pass (California) —that had to close in 2002, after the leak of radioactive waste leading California to adopt stricter environmental standards, which made production costs too high— is thus active again. Other important factories have been opened on the east coast of Malaysia for treating rare earths imported from Australia, since in the northern State of Pahang legislation is more flexible than in

---


9 China calls the Islands Diaoyu, while Japan uses the name Senkaku. On the territorial dispute between the two Asian countries on the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands see C. Ramos-Morosovsky, International Law’s Unhelpful Role in the Senkaku Islands, in University of Pennsylvania Journal of International Law, 2008, pp. 903-946.


12 For instance, the average export price of rare-earth oxides increased by 537% in 2011 compared to 2010. See J.M. Freedman, WTO to Investigate Chinese Curbs on Rare-Earth Exports, Bloomberg Businessweek, 24 July 2012.

13 See Memo/12/182, EU Challenges China’s Export Restrictions on Rare Earths, Brussels, 13 March 2012.

14 Cfr. the considerations of the European Union in WTO Press Release, China Blocks Panel Requests by the US, EU and Japan on «Rare Earths» Dispute, 10 July 2012.
the Anglo-Saxon country, even if the Australian facilities have had to face opposition from the Malaysian residents on environmental grounds. Further projects of additional sites are being planned in South Africa, Brazil, Canada, Vietnam, Kazakhstan and Greenland, with Japan even considering the idea of offshore exploration for new rare earths’ deposits. In addition, high-tech industries are endeavoring to develop new techniques for saving REEs in the manufacturing process, for recycling already used rare earths, and for devising substitutes to such natural elements. However, the new researches are costly and just at their beginning, and remain largely insufficient even if combined with the efforts by the advanced economies to set up new mine plants of rare earths, equally requiring considerable time and funding.

6. The US, the EU and Japan, in an unprecedented concerted action, also characterized by the fact that Tokyo for the first time is taking Beijing to the Geneva dispute settlement mechanism, have therefore decided to introduce a WTO complaint, asserting that Chinese export restrictions are inconsistent with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994 and China’s Accession Protocol to the WTO. They are, in fact, very confident in a positive reaction by the Geneva judiciary, as the legal structure of the China-Rare Earth case is extremely similar to that of the China-Raw Materials case, where the WTO Appellate Body concluded that Chinese export restrictions on the 9 minerals and metals addressed in that controversy infringed the multilateral trade rules and could not be justified by any WTO public policy exceptions’ clause.

IV. Legal basis of the WTO complaints

7. The three complainants claim, inter alia, that the Chinese REE export regime involve many quantitative restrictions not respecting the duty to eliminate export quotas, enshrined in GATT Article XI:1, and that the administration of the export measures contravenes GATT Article X:3, as the PRC authorities would not apply the challenged disciplines in «a uniform, impartial and reasonable manner.» In particular, the US, the EU and Japan argue that the Chinese export restrictions on rare earths infringe also a WTO-plus obligation -i.e. one of the stringent requirements significantly exceeding those accepted by the WTO original membership, undertaken by China, like all the new WTO Members, to gain access to the multilateral trade system. In fact, the export duties on rare earths, tungsten and molybdenum at their beginning, and remain largely insufficient even if combined with the efforts by the advanced economies to set up new mine plants of rare earths, equally requiring considerable time and funding.
denum violate China’s specific accession commitment to eliminate export tariffs codified at Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol, as none of the elements considered in the WTO complaints is listed in Annex 6 of such Protocol, contemplating the ad hoc exceptions to the China’s WTO-plus obligation.

V. Beijing defence

8. China claims that its export restrictions are perfectly «in line» with WTO rules, in particular with the general exceptions clause of the GATT, i.e. Article XX. According to the official statements of the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), Beijing rare earth policy «aims to protect resources and environment, and realize sustainable development,» therefore excluding any Chinese «intention of restricting free trade or protecting domestic industries through trade-distorting measures.»

9. It must be underlined that, subsequent to the dispute in the China-Raw Materials case, where the Appellate Body concluded that GATT Article XX cannot be applied to justify violations of the WTO-plus obligation concerning the requirement to eliminate export duties, the Asian Country started to reframe and reformulate its rare earth mining policy constantly highlighting that the legal framework of the Chinese REE export regime is based on quotas –thus on measures which, if considered to violate GATT Article XI, may also be assessed to ascertain whether they are justifiable under GATT Article XX. Such export quotas are now conferred by the PRC authorities to the local companies mining, processing and distributing rare earths on the basis of their fulfillment of the severe standards fixed by the Chinese discipline. The Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) decides the amount and allocates the export quotas in batches, and twice per year. On 11 November 2011, MOFCOM has also established the specific qualifications necessary to Chinese «producers» and «distributors» to be entitled to export quotas, qualifications that comprise the respect of environmental requirements for the mining and processing plants and the activities conducted therein, together with the compliance with social security requirements, and the absence of infringements of a consistent series of Chinese regulations.

10. Besides many new and articulated legislative measures, China has adopted two very significant policy documents, where it constantly stresses that the purpose of its rare earth legislation is implementing and complying with the principle of sustainable development, i.e. with the research of a proper equilibrium between economic activities and adequate environmental, conservation and health disciplines. In 2011 the State Council issued the «Guidelines on Promoting the Sustainable and Health...»

---

21 Pursuant to which «China shall eliminate all taxes and charges applied to exports unless specifically provided for in Annex 6 of this Protocol or applied in conformity with the provisions of Article VIII of the GATT 1994.» It is here to be remarked that within the general WTO system export duties are not bound, given that, on the basis of GATT Article II, the binding of tariffs applies only to tariffs on imports.

22 See Rare Earths Policy «in Line with WTO», in China Daily, 15 March 2012. See also No Discrimination in Rare Earth Supply, in Xinhuanet.com, 5 February 2012; West’s Rare Earth Accusation against China Unfair, in Xinhua, 14 March 2012; MOFCOM Press Release, Spokesman Comments on US, EU and Japan Requests to WTO About Setting Up A Panel on China’s Export Measures, 3 July 2012.

23 See MOFCOM Press Releases, China’s Rare Earth Policy Justified, 15 March 2012; Earth Export Control at WTO, 15 March 2012; Comments by Head of MOFCOM Department Treaty and Law on US, EU and Japan Requests of Consultations on China Rare Earth Export Control at WTO, 15 March 2012; China to Properly Deal with Request for WTO Panel on Rare Earth: Spokesman, 29 June 2012.

24 The strategic nature of rare earths involve of course the competences of many other PRC authorities. Inter alia, at central level, they are the Ministry of Land and Resources, the Ministry of Industry and Information, the State Development Reform Commission, and the Ministry of Environmental Protection and the Ministry of Health. For the best presentation of the Chinese discipline on REE export regime see H.W. Liu, P. Lydour, J. Maughan, WTO Rules, Export Quotas and Sustainable Development: The Case of China Rare Earths, Trade and Investment Law Clinic Papers, Centre for Trade and Economic Integration, The Graduate Institute, Geneva, 2012.

25 See the 2012 Rare Earth Export Quota Application Qualifications and Procedures, issued on 11 November 2011 by MOFCOM.
Development of the Rare Earth Industry»; and, in June 2012, the Information Office of the State Council published the White Paper «Situation and Policies of China’s Rare Earth Industry.» Both in the Guidelines and in the White Paper, China tightened and announced the further strengthening of its discipline on rare earth mining, dressing, smelting and separating technologies, asserting that the reinforcement of the national legal framework is absolutely necessary to appropriately deal with a) the conservation problems of the natural resources—if not controlled, it has been predicted that Chinese rare earth reserves could be exhausted in 15–20 years; and b) the enormous environmental damages in the Provinces where REE activities are concentrated—Baotou of Inner Mongolia and Liangshan of Sichuan, together with Ganzhou of Jiangxi Province. In fact, rare earth minerals are naturally associated with many dangerous elements, like radioactive residues, large quantities of toxic and hazardous gases, making their mining and processing destructive for the soil and farmland—with landslides, clogged rivers and polluted aquifers.

11. Another relevant aspect of the new Beijing rare earth policy is the implementation of the strategy «large enterprises and large groups.» Indeed, as minerals can be mined in small quantities, there has been widespread private, illegal mining in China; and since such activities and private sales have always been difficult for PRC authorities to keep track of, smuggling mining and processing, performed out of any public control, have been a leading cause of environmental pollution and resource depletion. Consequently, by imposing an entrepreneurial structure based on large groups, the PRC aims at having a better control on the observance of the new strict domestic rare earth legislation.

12. In spite of the remarkable efforts undertaken by China to review and to present its export quantitative restrictions on REEs as an absolutely necessary feature of its rare earth policy —wholly focused on the principle of sustainable development— it is by no means sure that the current Beijing REE export quotas regime can be justified under GATT Article XX. Lit. b) and lit. g) of the GATT general exceptions clause require that the measures to be justified are proven to be «necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health,» or «relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.» On the basis of the WTO case-law developed until now, it could be difficult to demonstrate that Chinese export quotas are «necessary,» as many specialists claim that less trade-restrictive, reasonably feasible alternatives are available. Furthermore, there is a problem of evidence: since export quotas are defended as measures «necessary» or «relating to» the conservation of natural resources, objective data have to show that such quantitative restrictions lower domestic production or consumption of rare earths. Available data, however, suggest that both Chinese production and consumption of rare earths have risen.

VI. The applicability of GATT Article XX to China’s Accession Protocol in the China–Rare Earths case: the need to overcome the negative interpretative result of the China–Raw Materials case

13. As we have seen, the US, the EU and Japan also attacked the Chinese export duties imposed on various forms of rare earths, tungsten and molybdenum as they violate the obligation contemplated in Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol. The infringement of the WTO-plus obligation is very

---

clear; and since none of the recalled materials is contemplated in the closed list of Annex 6 to the AP, concerning the ad hoc exceptions to Paragraph 11.3, the only way China has to avoid being condemned with reference to export duties on rare earths is to try to justify the violation of the WTO-plus obligation relying on GATT Article XX.

14. Beijing will thus have to argue, for a second time and at a very short temporal distance, the applicability of the GATT general exceptions’ clause to Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol -a claim that, as already mentioned, was poorly rejected by the Appellate Body in the China-Raw Materials case.31 The Asian Country will have to illustrate all the elements and the negative consequences not taken into consideration by the WTO judiciary in the China-Raw Materials case, duly stressing the notable weaknesses characterizing the legal reasoning of the Appellate Body, so as to persuade the panel established for assessing the Chinese export restrictions on REEs to revisit the regrettable AB conclusions on the legal issue here considered. It is, in fact, to be underlined that, as very recently reaffirmed in the US-Clove Cigarettes Report, «[i]nterpretations developed by panels and the Appellate Body in the course of dispute settlement proceedings are binding only on the parties to a particular dispute,»32 for the WTO system does not contemplate the principle of stare decisis.33 This does not mean that WTO precedents can be freely disregarded by a WTO judging body: the Geneva case-law has to be expression of the obligation to provide «security and predictability to the multilateral trading system» established by Article 3.2 of the DSU.34 Such a need for consistency and certainty in the WTO dispute mechanism through the development of a settled jurisprudence (jurisprudence constante, or ständige Rechtsprechung)35 on similar legal issues has been interpreted as requiring to be in presence of «cogent reasons»36 in order to depart from previous, adopted, AB reports. This is the point of equilibrium identified by the WTO judiciary between the duty to ensure, through the dispute settlement mechanism, «security and predictability to the multilateral trading system» under Article 3.2 of the DSU and the obligation on panels of conducting an «objective assessment» of the matter before them pursuant to Article 11 of the DSU.


34 «The dispute settlement system of the WTO is a central element in providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system. The Members recognize that it serves to preserve the rights and obligations of Members under the covered agreements, and to clarify the existing provisions of those agreements in accordance with customary rules of interpretation of public international law. Recommendations and rulings of the DSB cannot add to or diminish the rights and obligations provided in the covered agreements.» Article 3.2 of the DSU, emphasis added.


36 «It is well settled that Appellate Body reports are not binding, except with respect to resolving the particular dispute between the parties. […] This, however, does not mean that subsequent panels are free to disregard the legal interpretations and the ratio decidendi contained in previous Appellate Body reports that have been adopted by the DSB. […] Dispute settlement practice demonstrates that WTO Members attach significance to reasoning provided in previous panel and Appellate Body reports. Adopted panel and Appellate Body reports are often cited by parties in support of legal arguments in dispute settlement proceedings, and are relied upon by panels and the Appellate Body in subsequent disputes. In addition, when enacting or modifying laws and national regulations pertaining to international trade matters, WTO Members take into account the legal interpretation of the covered agreements developed in adopted panel and Appellate Body reports. Thus, the legal interpretation embodied in adopted panel and Appellate Body reports becomes part and parcel of the acquis of the WTO dispute settlement system. Ensuring ‘security and predictability’ in the dispute settlement system, as contemplated in Article 3.2 of the DSU, implies that, absent cogent reasons, an adjudicatory body will resolve the same legal question in the same way in a subsequent case.» Appellate Body Report, United States – Final Anti-Dumping Measures on Stainless Steel from Mexico (US – Stainless Steel (Mexico)), WT/DS344/AB/R, adopted 20 May 2008, paras. 158 and 160, emphasis added.
15. Therefore, while WTO panels cannot disregard AB findings carelessly, they have, at the same time, to discontinue and diverge from previous, not persuasive conclusions of the Appellate Body when they reach the conviction —assessing the matter brought before them in good faith, as required by Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties—that there are new arguments and additional elements in the light of which a particular interpretative approach operated by the Appellate Body needs to be refined and/or revised. In the presence of «flaws» and «systemic difficulties with previous jurisprudence», we deem that there are «cogent reasons» imposing, on a general basis, to depart from adopted WTO precedents. With specific reference to the applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol, we are persuaded that revising the negative interpretation of the Appellate Body in the China-Raw Materials case so as to reach a hermeneutic result fully respectful of the object and purpose of the WTO –i.e. the possibility to justify the violation of the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties on the basis of the GATT general exceptions clause- integrates a «cogent reason» to diverge from the recent unconvincing findings of the Appellate Body.

VII. The unfortunate conclusions of the Appellate Body in the China-Raw Materials case on the applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of China’s WTO Accession Protocol

16. Having considered that the WTO judiciary has to revisit the unsatisfactory conclusions of the Appellate Body in the China-Raw Materials case concerning the applicability of GATT Article XX to the Accession Protocol, it is now necessary to illustrate the unconvincing findings of the WTO permanent tribunal before presenting our different interpretative approach.

17. As already hinted, pursuant to Paragraph 11.3 of the Protocol, «China shall eliminate all taxes and charges applied to exports unless specifically provided for in Annex 6 of this Protocol or applied in conformity with the provisions of Article VIII of the GATT 1994.» While the latter concerns fees and charges imposed as payment for a service rendered, Annex 6 of the Protocol lists 84 products indicating for each of those goods the maximum export duty rate that Beijing may impose as export tariff. A Note to Annex 6 reaffirms that «the tariff levels included in this Annex are maximum levels which will not be exceeded,» pointing out that «China … would not increase the presently applied rates, except under exceptional circumstances.» By also applying export duties to rare earths, China thus infringes Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol as none of the rare earths, object of the WTO complaints, is listed in Annex 6 of the China Protocol, contemplating the ad hoc exceptions to the China’s WTO-plus obligation.

18. In the China-Raw Materials case, the Appellate Body correctly reported that the Protocol has to be considered «an integral part» of the WTO Agreement, and thus interpreted in accordance with the customary rules of interpretation of public international law, as requested by Article 3.2. of the DSU. It also duly recalled Article 31(1) of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, pursuant to which «a treaty [has to] be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.» But then the WTO judiciary affirmed that GATT Article XX cannot be applied to Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol ignoring, in practice, those two essential elements of the WTO system, founding its conclusions on a debatable interpretation of the text of the WTO-plus obligation, an unconvincing consideration of a very limited context of Paragraph 11.3, and a superficial evaluation of the Preamble of the WTO Agreement.


38 Appellate Body Report, China-Raw Materials, para. 278.

39 Ibid.
19. In particular, in few lines, the Appellate Body concluded that the absence of indications, in the wording of the WTO-plus obligation, on the applicability of GATT Article XX, together with the lack of any introductory clause similar to that of Paragraph 5.1 of the Protocol — point out that the right to import and export goods has to be guaranteed to all enterprises established in China «[w]ithout prejudice to China’s right to regulate trade in a manner consistent with the WTO Agreement» — «suggest… that China may not have recourse to Article XX to justify a breach of its commitment to eliminate export duties under Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol,»46 finding it «difficult to see how [the WTO-plus obligation] language could be read as indicating that China can have recourse to the provisions of Article XX of the GATT in order to justify imposition of export duties on products that are not listed in Annex 6 or the imposition of export duties on listed products in excess of the maximum levels set forth in Annex 6.»47

20. Turning to the immediate context — Paragraph 11.142 and Paragraph 11.243 of the Protocol — the Appellate Body highlighted that Beijing guaranteed to WTO Members the application and administration of customs fees or charges and internal taxes and charges «in conformity with the GATT 1994,» a phrase which is absent in Paragraph 11.3, specifically referred to the elimination of «taxes and charges applied to exports.» Such silence, the AB argued, «further supports our interpretation that China may not have recourse to Article XX to justify a breach of its commitment to eliminate export duties under Paragraph 11.3;» in fact, went on their reasoning, as China WTO-plus obligation «arises exclusively from China’s Accession Protocol, and not from the GATT 1994, we consider it reasonable to assume that, had there been a common intention to provide access to Article XX of the GATT 1994 in this respect, language to that effect would have been included in Paragraph 11.3 or elsewhere in China’s Accession Protocol.»44

21. Finally, taking into consideration the WTO Preamble, the AB recalled that it contemplates various objectives, including «raising standards of living … seeking both to protect and preserve the environment … expanding the production of and trade in goods and services, while allowing for the optimal use of the world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development,» and ending with the resolution «to develop an integrated, more viable and durable multilateral trading system.» Surprisingly, and without any further consideration or legal reasoning, the Appellate Body instantly affirmed that «none of the [considered] objectives, nor the balance struck between them, provides specific guidance on the question of whether Article XX of the GATT is applicable to Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol;» and it is because of such asserted absence of «specific guidance,» in light of Beijing «explicit commitment» to eliminate export duties and «the lack of any textual reference to Article XX» in the China WTO-plus obligation, that the Appellate Body concluded to «see no basis to find that Article XX of the GATT 1994 is applicable to export duties found to be inconsistent with Paragraph 11.3.»45

VIII. Effects of the AB conclusions

22. The austere interpretative approach adopted by the Appellate Body in the China-Raw Materials case produces a series of negative consequences. First of all, it renders the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties «immune»46 from any GATT public policy exception, while even the pillars

42 Pursuant to which «China shall ensure that customs fees or charges applied or administered by national or sub-national authorities, shall be in conformity with the GATT 1994» (emphasis added).
43 In this passage the Accession Protocol states that «China shall ensure that internal taxes and charges, including value-added taxes, applied or administered by national or sub-national authorities shall be in conformity with the GATT 1994» (emphasis added).
44 Appellate Body Report, China-Raw Materials, para. 293.
of trade liberalisation—the most-favoured nation clause, the principle of national treatment—may be derogated by domestic measures necessary or related to the protection of one or more of the non-trade values enshrined in the WTO general exceptions clauses. Furthermore, denying the applicability of GATT Article XX to the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties signifies quite a severe additional burden to the already heavy «entry fee» paid by China for acceding to the WTO, thus raising «a serious constitutional issue in the WTO jurisprudence.» The asymmetry characterizing the WTO-plus commitments is thus aggravated, an asymmetry which it is very difficult to correct by amending the multilateral trade texts, as it is by no means clear which procedure should be followed to revise Accession Protocols, nor is it simple to satisfy the very demanding decisional mechanism—provided for by Article X of the WTO Agreement—should it be concluded that the WTO amending procedure has to be applied to modify WTO-plus obligations accepted by the WTO acceding Countries.

23. Moreover, the AB interpretation generates another «illogical result.» Being barred from using export duties—even though customs duties are considered in the WTO system as the less distorting and the most transparent obstacle to trade, and thus the preferred tool to have recourse to by a WTO Member in need to apply a trade remedy—China is forced to resort to bans and quotas in order to pursue its national environmental, conservation and health policies. Bans and quotas, nevertheless, are severely trade-distorting measures: compelling Beijing to have recourse primarily to such non-tariff obstacles is a very perverse outcome of the AB Report, as the WTO judiciary seems to promote the most trade-obstructing and distorting measures, instead of encouraging the most adequate and less trade-hindering discipline for pursuing non-trade values.

24. What is worse, the impossibility to apply GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol appears to be in contrast with the principle of sustainable development codified in the Preamble of the WTO Agreement and the model of sustainable economic development pursued by the Geneva based multilateral trade system, where no trade liberalization commitment is absolute, but may be derogated, obviously respecting the requirements of the general exceptions clauses while pursuing the non-trade values therein contemplated.

IX. Suggestions for a different interpretative approach

25. Having highlighted the serious undesirable consequences that the recent Geneva case-law provokes, it may be easily stated that the inability of the WTO judiciary to mitigate the inequity among WTO Members generated by the stand-alone export concessions leads to what Article 32(b) of the Vienna Convention defines as «a result which is manifestly absurd [and] unreasonable.»

Such inadequate scenario imposes an in-depth review of the difficult interpretative path that the Appellate Body has decided to embark on. It is, in fact, possible to define a connection between Paragraph 11.3 of the Protocol and Article XX capable of allowing China to invoke the GATT public policy exceptions for justifying derogations to the obligation to eliminate export duties beyond the goods listed and the limits contemplated in Annex 6 of the Protocol.

1. The text of Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol and the Note to Annex 6

26. Starting with the text of Paragraph 11.3, it has to be underlined that while there is no reference to GATT Article XX, it is also accurate to note that in such part of the Accession Protocol there is no express exclusion of the possibility to invoke the GATT public policy exceptions. The improvident


silence of the negotiators—who would surely had done a more appreciable job had they drafted a special discipline to directly define the link between the Protocol and the WTO Agreements—may not, in any way, be automatically transformed into the most stringent prohibition of having recourse to the GATT general exceptions clause.

Furthermore, the scope of the two ad hoc exceptions to the obligation to eliminate export duties expressly contemplated in Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol should be reconstructed just in light of the wording of that Paragraph: negotiators clarified that the severe WTO-plus discipline does not concern charges imposed as payment for a service rendered (GATT Article VIII), nor does it affect the 84 products listed in Annex 6 of the Protocol, as export duties may still be levied on those goods, within the limits of the export duty rates provided for in that Annex. These clarifications cannot be read as expressing China renunciation to the right to have recourse to GATT Article XX with reference to export duties -i.e. with reference to the right to impose export duties on products not contemplated in the list of Annex 6, or to exceed the export duty rates contemplated for the 84 products quoted in Annex 6- of course provided that all the requirements imposed by the GATT general exceptions clause are respected, in primis the condition that the extra export duties pursue one of the non-trade values contemplated in Article XX.

27. Undeniably there is also the Note to Annex 6 to take into consideration, pursuant to which «China confirmed that the tariff levels included in this Annex are maximum levels which will not be exceeded,» and «that it would not increase the presently applied rates, except under exceptional circumstances». In our view, this is an additional obligation undertaken by China in the form of a stand-still clause, concerning the 84 products of Annex 6: Beijing committed not to raise the export tariffs applied to the listed goods at the moment of its accession to the WTO, in case those tariffs were lower with reference to the maximum duty rates established by Annex 6, provided that «exceptional circumstances» did not occur. Once again, the expression of «exceptional circumstances» should not be considered as unequivocally implying China’s intention to eliminate or restrict its right to have recourse to GATT Article XX. As remarked by the European Union in its submission to the Appellate Body, «the Note to Annex 6 resembles to some extent the situation envisaged in Article XXVIII of the GATT 1994 and Article XXI of the GATS (Modification of Schedules), which deal with changes in tariff bindings and changes in the Services Schedules of Specific Commitments.» In particular, the phrase «exceptional circumstances» of the Note could be approached to the «special circumstances» of GATT Article XXVIII:4, describing the procedure, applied principally under the 1947 multilateral system, for modifying or withdrawing a concession of a WTO Member Schedule at any time, i.e. independently of the three-year period’s expiry normally required for changing a tariff binding. GATT 1947 practice concerning the meaning

49 Emphasis added.


51 «The CONTRACTING PARTIES may, at any time, in special circumstances, authorize … a contracting party to enter into negotiations for modification or withdrawal of a concession included in the appropriate Schedule annexed to this Agreement.» GATT Article XXVIII:4.

52 «On the first day of each three-year period, the first period beginning on 1 January 1958 (or on the first day of any other period … that may be specified by the CONTRACTING PARTIES by two-thirds of the votes cast) a contracting party (hereafter in this Article referred to as the ‘applicant contracting party’) may, by negotiation and agreement with any contracting party with which such concession was initially negotiated and with any other contracting party determined by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to have a substantial supplying interest … (which two preceding categories of contracting parties, together with the applicant contracting party, are in this Article hereinafter referred to as the ‘contracting parties primarily concerned’), and subject to consultation with any other contracting party determined by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to have a substantial interest … in such concession, modify or withdraw a concession … included in the appropriate schedule annexed to this Agreement.» GATT Article XXVIII:1.

53 Currently, while paragraph 4 of GATT Article XXVIII has been maintained, WTO Members prefer to modify their Schedules under paragraph 5 of the same provision, allowing more relaxed conditions for changing their Schedules’ com-
of such «special circumstances» does not reveal any detailed examination nor requirement for stringent and articulated grounds on which to base a successful request of renegotiations of tariff concessions. It was considered «inherent»\textsuperscript{54} in the logic of Article XXVIII:4 that the «special circumstances» therein contemplated should also denote «an element of urgency»,\textsuperscript{55} calling for a revision of some tariff commitments beyond the timing disciplined at paragraph 1 of GATT Article XXVIII because of «internal reasons which precluded delay.»\textsuperscript{56} Pursuant to Article XVI:1 of the WTO Agreement, according to which «the WTO shall be guided by the decisions, procedures and customary practices» of GATT,\textsuperscript{57} the flexibility characterizing the described GATT 1947 practice should be applied to the evaluation of the existence of the «exceptional circumstances» justifying the modifications of the more rigorous China’s export tariffs of the 84 goods listed in Annex 6, thus avoiding any interference between the discipline of the Note to Annex 6 of China’s Accession Protocol and the content of GATT Article XX.\textsuperscript{58}

2. The silence of Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol in the light of the principle of good faith

28. Having ascertained that the mere text of the WTO-plus obligation at issue does not require the non-applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of the China’s Accession Protocol, as it is silent on the point, the interpreter has to reconstruct the meaning of such silence. Pursuant to Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention, such reconstruction has to be operated in «good faith,» the general principle permeating the entire interpretative process of an international agreement.\textsuperscript{59} While it is difficult to

\textsuperscript{54} See the statement of the Representative of the United Kingdom reported in GATT/IC/SR.40, Intersessional Committee – Summary Record of the Meeting Held at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, on 9 and 10 July 1958, 21 July 1958, at p. 4.

\textsuperscript{55} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{57} It is remarked here that the procedures for renegotiations under Article XXVIII of the GATT 1944 are still those adopted in 1980 under the GATT 1947 system. See GATT/C/113, Procedures for Negotiations under Article XXVIII – Guidelines Proposed by the Committee on Tariff Concessions, GATT Council 10 November 1980, and GATT/C/113/Corr.1, Procedures for Negotiations under Article XXVIII – Guidelines Proposed by the Committee on Tariff Concessions - Corrigendum, GATT Council 10 November 1980.

\textsuperscript{58} The confidentiality still distinguishing contemporary modifications and/or withdrawals under GATT Article XXVIII has to be likewise respected. See section 1 of the 1980 Procedures for Negotiations under Article XXVIII (GATT/C/113): «a contracting party intending to negotiate for the modification or withdrawal of concessions in accordance with the procedures of Article XXVIII, paragraph 1 — which are also applicable to negotiations under paragraph 5 of that Article — should transmit a notification to that effect to the secretariat which will distribute the notification to all other contracting parties in a secret document . . . In the case of negotiations under paragraph 4 of Article XXVIII the request for authority to enter into negotiations should be transmitted to the secretariat to be circulated in a secret document and included in the agenda of the next meeting of the Council» (emphasis added).

give a definition of the very generic legal concept of good faith, it seems adequate to indicate that it expresses «a fundamental requirement of reasonableness,»60 thus calling for an interpretative result which is honest and fair.61 It has therefore to be underlined that GATT public policy exceptions have «systemic importance» within the multilateral trade system, as the WTO membership has expressly and constantly attributed to them prevalence over all GATT obligations on liberalization of trade.62 Such systemic importance impedes to consider the silence of Paragraph 11.3 as a clear refusal of having recourse to the defence of GATT Article XX. It cannot reasonably — hence in good faith — be stated that the silence of the Accession Protocol indicates in the clearest way that China had the strongest intention to repudiate its right under GATT Article XX, whereas the other WTO Members were openly confident that Beijing would have agreed to such a most astonishing renounce. As the Appellate Body rightly remarked in the Argentina – Footwear (EC) case with reference to the omission, in the text of the Safeguard Agreement, of the «unforeseen developments» clause — a very important requirement for the application of trade defence measures, nevertheless present in GATT Article XIX, the provision devoted by the General Agreement to safeguards — «if they had intended to expressly omit this clause, the … negotiators would and could have said so in the Agreement on Safeguards. [But] they did not.»63 The WTO judiciary therefore considered the «unforeseen developments» clause as a requirement to be applied to the trade measures of the WTO Agreement on Safeguards, thus rejecting the thesis that a silence on the coordination among WTO pieces of legislations could be considered as an illogic denial of any connection between agreements that are both «integral parts of the same treaty, the WTO Agreement.»64

29. Regrettably the Appellate Body in the China – Raw Materials case completely neglected any good faith reflection, nor did it consider the institutional feature of «single undertaking» characterizing the Marrakech Agreements and WTO Accession Protocols, which can all be qualified as «integral part» of the WTO Agreement. The AB Members, instead, went in the opposite direction, disconnecting China’s Accession Protocol from the other WTO Agreements, and inferring from the silence of Paragraph 11.3 an inexplicable renunciation to GATT public policy exceptions: «as China’s obligation to eliminate export duties arises exclusively from China’s Accession Protocol, and not from the GATT 1994, we consider it reasonable to assume that, had there been a common intention to provide access to Article XX of the GATT 1994 in this respect, language to that effect would have been included in Paragraph 11.3 or elsewhere in China’s Accession Protocol.»65

3. The silence of Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol in the light of its context

30. «When the object of interpretation is the absence of a term» — in our case the absence of any express indication on the relationship between Paragraph 11.3 and the GATT — the implications of the lack of any phrasing have to be interpreted contextually.66 In fact, in order to attribute the proper meaning to the silence of Paragraph 11.3 on the GATT, the hermeneutic activity has to go on applying all the criteria provided for by the customary rules of treaty interpretation of public international law codified in the 1969 Vienna Convention, given that, as effectively highlighted by the same WTO Appellate Body, «treaty interpretation is an integrated operation, where interpretative rules and princi-

64 Appellate Body Report, Argentina – Footwear (EC), para. 81.
Unanswered issues are recurrent in international treaties, since it is difficult to draft texts characterized by comprehensiveness - a quality, moreover, very demanding to be achieved, and of course susceptible of being temporally limited. The incomplete nature of international agreements may be due to «harassed negotiators or inattentive draftsmen» or carefully searched by treaty drafters, to provide the contracting parties with a flexible and lasting legal instrument, but also to arrange for the signatories an agreed text in spite of the lack of their complete convergence on the discipline for an issue of common interest. The interpreter is consequently faced with a very delicate activity when having to determine what silence signifies: as underlined always by the Appellate Body with reference to some provisions of the Anti-Dumping Agreement and the SCM Agreement, «the task of ascertaining the meaning of a treaty provision with respect to a specific requirement does not end once it has been determined that the text is silent on that requirement,» because such absence of indications cannot be considered as «exclud[ing] the possibility that the requirement was intended to be included by implication.» Hence, the lack of any reference to GATT Article XX in Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol cannot be instantly deemed as prohibiting recourse to the GATT general exceptions’ clause: the interpreter has to consider the text of the WTO-plus obligation in light of all the interpretive rules of the Vienna Convention rules, since «the risk is to be averted that the contracting parties may, by judicial interpretation, become bound by obligations which they did not expressly accept and might not have been willing to accept.»

31. Starting with the examination of the immediate context of the Protocol provision requesting China to eliminate export duties, — i.e. sections 1 and 2 of Paragraph 11— such context should be read keeping in mind that Paragraph 11.3 disciplines a WTO-plus obligation. It is thus only normal that the prescriptions there expressed —being sui generis and not reflecting the GATT fees, charges or internal taxes contemplated in Paragraph 11.1 and Paragraph 11.2 in order to reaffirm those traditional multilateral trade obligations with reference to the new WTO Member— are not accompanied by the expression «in conformity with GATT,» which characterizes the immediate context of the WTO-plus obligation at issue. The General Agreement does not contemplate any general obligation to eliminate export duties. Consequently, the absence in Paragraph 11.3 of the phrase «in conformity with GATT» should be attributed to the fact that China could not possibly be asked to implement its WTO-plus commitment «in conformity» with an obligation … not established by the GATT for the original WTO membership! It has hence to be concluded that the immediate context of Paragraph 11.3 does not allow to sustain that China renounced to resort to GATT Article XX as a defence to justify derogations to its WTO-plus commitment.

4. Extending the relevant context to the Preamble of the WTO Agreement and interpreting the silence of Paragraph 11.3 in light of the object and purpose of the WTO system

32. Extending the analysis of the context to the Preamble of the WTO Agreement, it is finally possible to impart a positive meaning to the silence of Paragraph 11.3 of the China Accession Proto-
col, a positive meaning that may be tested also in the light of the «object and purpose» characterizing the whole WTO multilateral trade system, codified in the already recalled WTO Preamble. Far from being the final target of the Marrakech Agreements, trade liberalization is conceived and regulated within the WTO system as a tool «to raise[e] standards of living,» constantly to be pursued «allowing for the optimal use of the world’s resources,» and «in accordance with the objective of sustainable development, seeking both to protect and preserve the environment.»\textsuperscript{73} Trade liberalization commitments are consequently disciplined in the Geneva based multilateral system not as absolute duties and prohibitions, impossible to derogate, but as obligations which may be overcome to pursue the non-trade values contemplated in many WTO rules, in particular in the general exceptions clauses, respecting all the requirements and the equilibrium among conflicting needs and concerns expressed by those multilateral provisions. The attention devoted by the WTO Preamble to environmental protection and the optimal use of natural resources, together with the explicit acknowledgement of the principle of sustainable development evidently reveal that the signatories of the multilateral trade agreements chose a model of economic development capable of being sustainable, i.e. constantly conjugated with the respect of the environment and social progress.\textsuperscript{74} Since the WTO Preamble informs all the covered agreements —hence also Accession Protocols as integral parts of the WTO system- the meaning of Paragraph 11.3 has to be construed in order to be a coherent expression and articulation of the principles therein enshrined, and a proper implementation of the model of sustainable economic development therein shaped.

\textbf{33.} It follows that the text —and the silence— of Paragraph 11.3, considered in the light of the context of the WTO Preamble, and the object and purpose of the WTO treaty system, unequivocally indicates that China, while accepting the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties, did not relinquish its right to regulate trade in a manner that promotes conservation of natural resources, environmental protection and public health also through the adoption of export tariffs, should these measures prove to be the most appropriate tool to realize its legitimate public policy purposes.

It may therefore be concluded that GATT Article XX is applicable to the WTO-plus obligation accepted by China to eliminate export duties. In fact, attributing this meaning to the silence of Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol is the only interpretative outcome capable of being in harmony with the principles and the model of sustainable economic development promoted by the WTO system, which,

\textsuperscript{73} See the Preamble of the WTO Agreement.

\textsuperscript{74} The WTO Appellate Body has defined sustainable development as a concept that «has been generally accepted as integrating economic and social development and environmental protection» (Appellate Body Report, \textit{United States – Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products (US – Shrimp)}, WT/DS58/AB/R, adopted 6 November 1998, footnote 107). For another very effective description of the tridimensional character of sustainable development see the formula expressed at paragraph 6 of the Copenhagen Declaration on Social Development, adopted at the 1995 World Summit for Social Development: «[w]e are deeply convinced that economic development, social development and environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing components of sustainable development, which is the framework for our efforts to achieve a higher quality of life for all people» (\textit{Copenhagen Declaration on Social Development}, available at \url{http://actrav.itcilo.org/actrav-english/telecom/global/ilo/law/wssd.htm}, accessed on April 2012). Finally, attention should be reserved to what stated by the \textit{International Law Association} (ILA) in the New Delhi Declaration on sustainable development, where such Association has expressed the view that the objective of sustainable development involves a comprehensive and integrated approach to economic, social and political processes, which aims at the sustainable use of natural resources of the Earth and the protection of the environment on which nature and human life as well as social and economic development depend and which seeks to realize the right of all human beings to an adequate living standard on the basis of their active, free and meaningful participation in development and in the fair distribution of benefits resulting therefrom, with due regard to the needs and interests of future generations (\textit{ILA New Delhi Declaration of Principles of International Law Relating to Sustainable Development}, 2 April 2001, in \textit{International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics}, 2002, pp. 211-216, at p. 212). On the principle of sustainable development see in the doctrine U. \textsc{Beverlin}, \textit{Sustainable Development}, in \textit{Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law}, \url{http://www.mpepil.com/}; A. \textsc{Cobret}, \textit{A Sustainable Development Roadmap for the WTO}, ISSD, Geneva, 2009; F. \textsc{Franchetti}, \textit{Sviluppo sostenibile e principi di diritto internazionale nell’ambiente}, in P. \textsc{Fors} (Ed.), \textit{Il principio dello sviluppo sostenibile nel diritto internazionale ed europeo dell’ambiente}, Editoriali scientifica, Napoli, 2007, pp. 41-61; G. P. \textsc{Sampson}, \textit{The WTO and Sustainable Development}, United Nations University, New York, 2005; Id., \textit{The WTO and Sustainable Development: A Reply to Robertson}, in \textit{World Trade Review}, 2008, pp. 467-471; N. \textsc{Schruver}, \textit{The Evolution of Sustainable Development in International Law: Inception, Meaning and Status}, in \textit{RCADI}, 2007, Vol. 329, pp. 219-412; G. \textsc{Van Calster}, \textit{The Law(s) of Sustainable Development}, SSNP Series, 2008, in \url{http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1147544}.  
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in our view, provide «specific guidance» to the treaty interpreter applying all the hermeneutic criteria expressed by the international customary rules on the interpretation of treaties.

5. The principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources and Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention

45. In addition, the applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of China’s Accession Protocol is confirmed if the international customary law principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources is duly taken into consideration, hence applying the principle of systemic integration as required by Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention, according to which a treaty interpreter, when reading the provision of an agreement, has to take into account «any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties.» In fact, any international agreement does not live in a legal vacuum, but must be interpreted «against the whole background of international law» which is binding for the contracting parties and applicable in their relations, in order to attribute to its provisions a meaning that is harmonious and coherent with such relevant international law.

As it is well known, the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources has been initially formulated by the General Assembly of the United Nations as the right of States «freely to use and exploit their natural wealth and resources wherever deemed desirable by them for their own progress and economic development», further clarified as a right also «of peoples» which must be exercised by the interested countries for the «well-being» of their population, and subsequently qualified as a right including «[i]n order to safeguard [natural] resources» the entitlement of each State to carry out «effec-

---


77 «International law is a legal system. Its rules and principles (i.e. its norms) act in relation to and should be interpreted against the background of other rules and principles. As a legal system, international law is not a random collection of such norms.» A/CN.4/L.702, Fragmentation of International Law: Difficulties Arising from the Diversification and Expansion of International Law (Conclusions), Report of the Study Group of the International Law Commission, 18 July 2006, para. 1.


79 On the interpretation of WTO Agreements against the background of other international law see I. VAN DAMME, Treaty Interpretation by the WTO Appellate Body, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009, at pp. 355 ff. See also the considerations expressed by the Study Group of the International Law Commission on the fragmentation of international law with specific reference to WTO adjudicators: «when elucidating the content of the relevant rights and obligations, WTO bodies must situate those rights and obligations within the overall context of general international law (including the relevant environmental and human rights treaties).» In fact, while it is true that «[t]he jurisdiction of most international tribunals is limited to particular types of disputes or disputes arising under particular treaties (...) [a] limited jurisdiction does not, however, imply a limitation of the scope of the law applicable in the interpretation and application of those treaties,» with the consequence that «WTO covered treaties are creations of and constantly interact with other norms of international law.» A/CN.4/L.682, Fragmentation of International Law: Difficulties Arising from the Diversification and Expansion of International Law, Report of the Study Group of the International Law Commission, Finalized by Martti Koskenniemi, 13 April 2006, paras. 170 and 45.

80 UN General Assembly, Right to Exploit Freely Natural Wealth and Resources, 21 December 1952, A/RES/626.

tive control over them and their exploitation with means suitable to its own situation.»

In particular, always within the UN system, the permanent sovereignty over natural resources has been considered as a basic human right under international law — since all peoples have been recognized the right «for their own ends [to] freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources» — and consequently as a right of the States which is inextricably linked to the «responsibility» to properly manage those resources, so that each country has to responsibly exercise sovereignty when dealing with natural resources in the best interest of its population.

46. Whereas the content of the principle at issue is under constant evolution — in fact, the extent of the power countries may exercise in the management of their natural wealth is relentlessly considered by an always growing number of international law instruments regarding the duty of States to sustainably use natural resources in order to preserve them from extinction through adequate conservation policies — a stable feature of such principle is the «permanent» character of the sovereignty on natural resources. This sovereignty, in the words of the UN General Assembly, is «inalienable,» meaning that a State cannot perpetually derogate from «the essence of its sovereign rights over natural resources,» but only accept «a partial [restraint] on the exercise of its sovereignty in respect of certain resources in particular areas for a specified and limited period of time.» Therefore, when having to attribute a meaning to the silence of Paragraph 11.3 with reference to its relationship with GATT Article XX, such silence cannot be interpreted as an overall and eternal abdication by China to dispose of its national resources by using export duties under the GATT general exceptions clause. A similar determination, in fact, would be in sharp contrast with the international customary law principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, which preclude a State to limit forever and unconditionally its right to dispose of its national wealth.

6. Supplementary means of interpretation: the circumstances of the conclusion of China’s Accession Protocol and the subsequent practice of States

47. As already underlined, the highly questionable findings of the Appellate Body led to an interpretative result that, using the wording of Article 32 of the Vienna Convention, may be qualified as «manifestly absurd or unreasonable.» Pursuant to such provision, supplementary means of interpreta-

---

83. See Articles 1.2 of the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (done in New York, 16 December 1966, in UNTS, Vol. 999, p. 171) and of the UN Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (done in New York, 16 December 1966, in UNTS, Vol. 993, p. 3).
88. To use the words of George Abi-Saab, former member of the Appellate Body, «sovereignty is the rule and can be exercised at any time ... limitations are the exception and cannot be permanent, but limited in scope and time.» G. Abi-Saab, Progressive Development of the Principles and Norms of International Law Relating to the New International Economic Order, in UN Doc. A/39/504/Add.1, 23 October 1984, quoted in N.J. Schruver, Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997, at p. 263.
tion may be brought into the hermeneutic process of a treaty text—and silence—to clarify its meaning. Unfortunately, another peculiar feature distinguishing the accession process of China to the WTO is that, up to now, there is no notice of accessible official records of the negotiations of the Protocol, with the consequence that one of the two types of the supplementary means of interpretation expressly mentioned by Article 32 of the Vienna Convention—i.e. that of the preparatory works, or travaux préparatoires—is not available in the case under consideration.\footnote{J.Y. Qin, The Challenge of Interpreting «WTO Plus» Provisions, in Journal of World Trade, 2010, pp. 127-172, at p. 140.} However, paying due attention to the «circumstances of the conclusion» of China’s Accession Protocol, the other auxiliary interpretative tool explicitly recalled by Article 32, may provide the treaty interpreter with further elements once again endorsing the appropriateness of considering GATT Article XX applicable to Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol, as we have tried to demonstrate in the previous paragraphs.

48. In fact, as underlined by the most authoritative doctrine, the circumstances of the conclusion of international agreements «include the political, social and cultural factors—the milieu—surrounding the treaty conclusion.»\footnote{I. Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties—Second Edition, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1984, at p. 141.} that, together with the economic conditions characterizing the subjects participating to the negotiations, allow «to determine the reality of the situation which the parties wished to regulate by means of the treaty.»\footnote{J.Y. Qin, The Predicament of China’s «WTO-Plus» Obligation to Eliminate Export Duties: A Commentary on the China-Rare Earths WTO dispute, (April 12, 2012), available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2041227, at p. 8.} Such supplementary mean of interpretation therefore permits to take into consideration the historical and the factual circumstances in which WTO accession negotiations occurred for identifying the proper meaning to attribute to the silence of Paragraph 11.3 on the question of whether GATT Article XX may be invoked as a defence for breaching the WTO-plus obligation to eliminate export duties. Reconstructing the circumstances in which Beijing negotiated its WTO Accession Protocol distinctly reveal that China did not have sufficient knowledge, expertise and experience in multilateral trade law and diplomacy: the acceptance of a treaty text such as that of the Protocol, with many lacunae and inaccurate provisions, can be explained only in the light of the political reality of an inadequate level of technical sophistication and competence on the Chinese side, beyond the fact that the Beijing Protocol was the first accession instrument to be heavily marked by so many, unprecedented, WTO-plus rules. It is thus difficult to imagine that China, questioned during the accession negotiations on whether it intended to completely renounce to the applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3, would have agreed on such an unreasonable and groundless request. Equally, it is not easy to envisage the incumbent WTO Members to advance such an arrogant claim «as there is absolutely no systemic or policy reason to deny the applicability of [GATT] exceptions to the export-duty commitments.»\footnote{M.K. Yassen, L’interprétation des traités d’après la Convention de Vienne sur le droit des traités, in RCADI, 1976, Vol. 151, at pp. 52 and 80.}

Ukraine and Russia—having concluded their accession packages after the issue of the applicability of GATT Article XX to China’s Accession Protocol emerged within the WTO membership—inserted in their accession instruments a clear reference to the GATT with the intention of explicitly establishing the applicability of the general and security exceptions clauses to the WTO-plus obligations enshrined in their Protocols. No case is reported of any aversion to such new provisions by the incumbent WTO membership, that predictably refrained from openly and publicly demanding new Members to give up to their rights to have recourse to public policy exceptions clauses, a move that would have been not only largely unpopular, but also wholly irreconcilable with the already illustrated object and purpose of the WTO system.

X. Conclusive remarks: a de iure condendo global solution on exports of natural resources?

50. In the most optimistic previsions, the panel report on the high-profile China–Rare Earths dispute is expected by late summer 2013, a time-space likely to be extended in case of appellate proceedings, and to which the WTO granted period for implementation should be added.

51. Of course, the preferred DSU option of reaching an amicable settlement of the controversy has always to be kept in mind and looked for by the disputants; in this respect, some US politicians have already suggested that Chinese authorities could be particularly sensitive to the claimants’ requests and willing to a prompt settlement of the case under the threat of «US efforts to block Chinese-funded mining projects in the United States as well as World Bank financing for Chinese mining projects.»

52. In case WTO proceedings go on, because a diplomatic solution cannot be arrived at, in our view China should concentrate on three fronts. At judicial level, as we tried to demonstrate in the preceding paragraphs, Beijing has the possibility to overturn the very unfortunate findings of the Appellate

---

68 Starting from 2005, there are official WTO records documenting the thorny interpretative issue of the applicability of GATT Article XX to China’s Accession Protocol. For instance, within the WTO Committee on Market Access and in front of the WTO Council for trade in goods, the United States asked China to explain how Beijing intended to have recourse to GATT Article XX, as the Chinese representative claimed that Zhōngguó had the right to restrict the importation or exportation of products to protect public morals, public interest and national security, quoting the general exceptions clause of the General Agreement. See G/MA/W/78, Committee on Market Access, China’s Transitional Review Mechanism - Communication from the United States, 15 September 2006, para. 1; G/C/W/560, Transitional Review Mechanism Pursuant to Paragraph 18 of the Protocol on the Accession of the People’s Republic of China («China») - Questions From the United States to China, 6 November 2006, para. 4.

96 «The representative of Viet Nam confirmed that Viet Nam would apply export duties, export fees and charges, as well as internal regulations and taxes applied on or in connection with exportation in conformity with the GATT 1994» (WT/ACC/VNM/48, Accession of Viet Nam - Report of the Working Party on the Accession of Viet Nam, 27 October 2006, para. 260); «[t]he representative of Ukraine confirmed that … Ukraine would reduce export duties in accordance with the binding schedule contained in Table 20(b). He also confirmed that, as regards these products, Ukraine would not increase export duties, nor apply other measures having an equivalent effect, unless justified under the exceptions of the GATT 1994» (WT/ACC/UKR/152, Report of the Working Party on the Accession of Ukraine to the World Trade Organization, 25 January 2008, para. 240); «[t]he Russian Federation undertakes not to increase export duties, or to reduce or to eliminate them, in accordance with the following schedule, and not to reintroduce or increase them beyond the levels indicated in this schedule, except in accordance with the provisions with GATT 1994» (GATT Schedule CLXV, The Russian Federation, Introductory Note).

97 As provided for by Article 3.7 of the DSU, pursuant to which «[t]he aim of the dispute settlement mechanism is to secure a positive solution to a dispute. A solution mutually acceptable to the parties to a dispute and consistent with the covered agreements is clearly to be preferred.» On the importance of diplomatic settlements of WTO controversies see E. BARONCINI, The WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding as a Promoter of Transparent, Rule-Oriented, Mutually Agreed Solutions - A Study on the Value of DSU Consultations and their Positive Conclusion, in P. MENGUZZI (Ed.), International Trade Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multilateral Trade System, Giusfrè, Milano, 1999, pp. 153 – 302.

98 See Disputes Roundup: Australian Plain Packaging Faces Third Challenge; Rare Earths Panel Established, in Bridges Weekly Trade News Digest, 25 July 2012.

99 As provided for by Article 3.7 of the DSU, pursuant to which «[t]he aim of the dispute settlement mechanism is to secure a positive solution to a dispute. A solution mutually acceptable to the parties to a dispute and consistent with the covered agreements is clearly to be preferred.» On the importance of diplomatic settlements of WTO controversies see E. BARONCINI, The WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding as a Promoter of Transparent, Rule-Oriented, Mutually Agreed Solutions - A Study on the Value of DSU Consultations and their Positive Conclusion, in P. MENGUZZI (Ed.), International Trade Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multilateral Trade System, Giusfrè, Milano, 1999, pp. 153 – 302.

100 «These two steps would get China’s attention right away and force them [sic] to reconsider their [sic] unfair practices.» Statements of the US Senator Charles Schumer, reported in J.T. AREDDY, S. REDDY, Trade Fight Flares on China Minerals, in The Wall Street Journal, 13 March 2012.
Body in the *China – Raw Materials* case on the non-applicability of GATT Article XX to Paragraph 11.3 of the Accession Protocol, showing that such an interpretative result is incompatible with the very object and purpose of the WTO system, i.e. that of promoting a model of economic development which is sustainable, and thus also respectful of the «optimal use of the world’s resources,» as clarified by the Preamble of the WTO Agreement. 101 On the internal side, China should continue —even with greater determination— to reform its rare earth industrial policy in order to upgrade technology and the environmentally friendly management of the economic sector, investing also to remedy the environmental degradation inflicted to some parts of the PRC territories in the last decades of overexploitation. Finally, at international political level, Beijing should show leadership, and take the lead for devising an ad hoc legal solution at WTO level, multilaterally regulating exports for the entire WTO membership.

53. Such new set of international rules defining a common WTO export regime should, at the same time, a) re-establish an equilibrium between original WTO Members and new acceding Members —the former having no duty to eliminate export duties, the latter under the obligation to eliminate or significantly reduce them— and b) strike a balance between the interests of importing countries —essentially, to avoid shortage and price fluctuations in the supply of raw materials— and those of the exporting countries —to maintain sovereignty on—, and thus control and preserve, their natural resources, also guaranteeing low prices for domestic needs with the purpose of advancing their industrialization process.